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Claire and Leon meet Sherry's mother, Amanda, for the first time. She
appears to be the same age as Sherry, 30. Amanda and Sherry seem to have

a friendly friendship and have known each other for a long time. Amanda
takes the four survivors for a tour of the house. After the tour, Amanda

introduces them to her friends, Gabriel and Melissa, saying that they will be
staying at the house for the night. Gabriel seems to be having a hard time

with his mother's death. In an attempt to cheer him up, Sherry gives him her
dog Joe. She tells him to take care of the dog for the night. That evening,
Gabriel and Melissa throw a party for the four survivors. Amanda and her
friends served alcoholic drinks to the survivors. During the party, Gabriel
sees Claire and drags her to the backyard of the house. He takes her to a

private room upstairs, and tells her to wait there. He returns to the party and
asks Claire to go outside with him. After a brief conversation, Claire goes to
the room and finds out that Gabriel's friends are also inside. She leaves the
room, only to find both Nick and Ada quite similar in appearance. Nick and

Ada seem to know each other, and they decide to take Claire and Leon
outside to talk with the others. After talking briefly with the others, they
introduce themselves. Nick is the son of Leon's friend and former partner
Chris Redfield. Ada is also a partner of Chris and Leon's, who was nearly

killed by the same hunters who took Leon's teammates away. They tell the
four survivors that Leon and Chris were still out looking for them. In an

attempt to help the survivors, the four new arrivals at the house plan to send
someone to Raccoon City to look for them. Nick and Ada ask the four

survivors to stay at the house as a precautionary measure. The four of them
agree to do so.
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While evacuating the area, Claire and Rani are overwhelmed by a group of creatures.
They move into an air duct, but the T-Virus has also infected them. The creatures

burst through the vent and the group manages to fight them off. Claire manages to
strangle a zombie and remove its head before it can bite her. They make their way
out, Claire doing most of the fighting. As they head down the main road, a gang of

infected monsters charges them, but Claire successfully manages to defeat them with
the help of some civilians. Claire and Rani make their way to the beach, and as soon
as they get there they find Albert Wesker waiting for them. Wesker turns out to be
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one of the surviving members of Mad Dog, alongside Isaac's wife Sherry, and a
backpacker named Frank West (including Sherry's son). Wesker tells them that they

need to get to the nearest safe zone fast, but they just got attacked by some infected
soldiers and a helicopter that attacked the beach. Wesker then tells them that he
managed to check for survivors, and that they have to leave. Not long after, Claire

and Rani joined Leon, who was planning to meet a friend, before he was ambushed by
a small team of the military, thought to be soldiers from the Ministry of Health and

Welfare. Claire and Rani attempt to rescue Leon and are forced to fight their way out
of the sewers. Suddenly, Claire was shot by a government weapon. As she lays dying,
Claire tells Rani that she is proud of her for becoming a strong, independent woman

and she hopes to save her someday. After the President's assassination, Claire, Nicole
and Sherry went to the farm where Barry's friend, Dr. Desmond Miles, lived. After
Desmond brought to them the antidote to the Uroboros virus, this time, the three

heroes were ready to help Claire, Rani and Barry, as well as Natalia. Clare went to the
car but Nicole stopped her and asked her to leave. This was due to the fact that she
wasn't sure what Claire would do with the situation. Claire couldn't understand why

Nicole would say such thing, but she understood that Nicole was trying to protect her.
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